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Nanostructure diffusion and aggregation on desorbing rare-gas solids:
Slip on an incommensurate lattice

V. N. Antonov, J. S. Palmer, A. S. Bhatti,* and J. H. Weaver
Department of Physics, Department of Materials Science and Engineering, and Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laborato

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801, USA
~Received 16 June 2003; published 20 November 2003!

Physical vapor deposition of a wide range of materials on rare-gas solids leads to spontaneous cluster
formation. Desorption of the rare-gas buffer causes the clusters to aggregate, a process known as buffer-layer-
assisted growth. We have studied the extent of aggregation and the size distribution of Au nanostructures as a
function of the buffer composition~Xe, Kr, and Ar! and thickness, using transmission electron microscopy to
image them after buffer desorption and delivery to amorphous carbon substrates. For small compact Au
nanostructures~less than;5 nm mean radius,<33104 atoms!, the diffusivity varies strongly with size and
even increases with average size in a limited range. This enhanced diffusion phenomenon is attributed to
self-heating during coalescence. It is most important for small particles and is more evident on Kr than on Xe
because of weaker interface coupling. In the limit of large ramified Au nanostructures~exceeding;10 nm
mean radius,>23105 atoms!, the diffusivity scales as the inverse of the contact area, in agreement with
molecular dynamics simulations of fast slip diffusion of nanocrystals on incommensurate surfaces. Motion is
driven by phonons of the cluster and substrate, and is controlled by friction between a cluster facet and the
buffer surface. A simple model is proposed that explains the observed exponential dependence of cluster size
on buffer thickness. In this model, the growth kinetics are controlled by competition between the rate of cluster
diffusion and the rate of buffer depletion.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.205418 PACS number~s!: 61.46.1w, 36.40.Sx, 68.65.2k, 68.35.Af
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I. INTRODUCTION

The drive to produce nanostructures with tailor-ma
properties has been accompanied by experimental and t
retical studies of self-assembly processes.1 Huanget al.2 in-
troduced a particularly interesting self-assembly techni
known as buffer-layer-assisted growth~BLAG!, following
earlier work by Waddillet al.3,4 In BLAG, atoms are vapor-
deposited onto thin layers of rare-gas solids that have b
grown at 20–50 K on a substrate of choice.5 Clusters form
spontaneously due to weak bonding with the buffer. Sub
quent warm-up activates cluster diffusion, aggregation,
coalescence on the subliming buffer layer. In this way, p
formed metal or nonmetal nanostructures establish con
by soft landing on a pristine surface. Their interactions w
the surface can then be examined and their intrinsic pro
ties can be explored.

BLAG was initially utilized for fabricating atomically
smooth metal-semiconductor junctions in studies of Scho
barrier formation.4,6 Subsequently, it was discovered that t
average size of the produced nanostructures could be va
over more than two orders of magnitude by suitable cho
of buffer layer thickness.2 More recently, it was shown tha
the fractal dimension of ramified islands formed by BLAG
consistent with Monte Carlo simulations of diffusion-limite
cluster-cluster aggregation.7 This suggests that the cluste
experience random, or Brownian, motion. It has also b
demonstrated that the BLAG process is not unique to ra
gas solids, as long as the interaction between the buffer
clusters is weak.8

In this paper, we focus on the physical origin of BLAG b
studying the growth of Au nanostructures on solid Ar, K
0163-1829/2003/68~20!/205418~9!/$20.00 68 2054
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and Xe on amorphous carbon substrates. Using transmis
electron microscopy~TEM! to quantify the cluster density
and size distribution, we first demonstrate that the init
nucleation density is independent of buffer thickness,
buffers that completely cover the substrate. Thus, subseq
processes that include diffusion and coalescence comm
from the same initial density. We then examine the clus
size distributions for different thicknesses of Ar, Kr, and X
and amounts of Au. Finally, we compare these results w
existing models and simulations that describe the kinetics
diffusion-limited particle aggregation.

The diffusivity of small compact Au clusters~mean radius
less than;5 nm, corresponding to as many as;33104

atoms! varies significantly with their size. We attribute th
dependence to processes associated with the release o
ergy as clusters coalesce. This provides extra activation
diffusion. In the large-size limit~mean radius exceedin
;10 nm, branched structures, more than;23105 atoms!,
the diffusivity scales as the inverse of the contact area w
the rare gas surface, consistent with simulations of fast
diffusion on incommensurate surfaces.9 Such scaling sug-
gests that the diffusivity is controlled by viscous friction b
tween the buffer and nanocrystal, an interesting example
friction at the nanoscale. Based on these results, we pro
a model for BLAG in which the observed particle densiti
depend on competition between the cluster diffusivity a
the rate of buffer desorption~which dictates the amount o
time available for diffusion!. The model does not include
self-heating due to coalescence, and it overestimates the
fusion barrier. Nevertheless, it demonstrates the obse
power law dependence of cluster density on buffer la
thickness. These findings bring a deeper understanding o
process of BLAG and diffusion on incommensurate lattic
©2003 The American Physical Society18-1
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II. EXPERIMENT

The samples were grown in an ultrahigh-vacuum cham
with a typical base pressure,2310210 Torr. The substrates
were 20–30-nm-thick amorphous carbon films suspende
copper grids. Cooling to 20 K was done with a closed-cy
helium refrigerator. Growth of the buffer layers occurr
when Ar, Kr, or Xe gas was introduced into the chamber
raise the pressure to 131026 Torr. Pressure was monitore
with an ion gauge, corrected for each gas sensitivity. T
buffer growth rate was estimated from the number of in
dent atoms per unit time per unit area—namely,I
5p/(2pmkT)1/2, wherep is the partial pressure,m is the
atomic mass,k is the Boltzmann constant,T is ambient
temperature,10 and the sticking coefficient was assumed to
unity. Following buffer deposition, Au was evaporated fro
a resistively heated W basket 0.5 m away from the sam
The impinging Au atoms were sufficiently mobile that th
formed clusters, as depicted in Fig. 1, a process made
sible by the weak bonding with the rare-gas solid. Thou
the nominal temperature was;20 K, atom capture by grow
ing clusters released;3.8 eV/atom~the cohesive energy o
Au!, and this facilitated compact nanostructure growth. M
bility and aggregation of small clusters during material de
sition is also to be expected, contributing significantly to t
shape of the size distribution after deposition.11 As pointed
out below, however, the exact shape does not affect
analysis in this study. Desorption of the buffer occurr
when the refrigerator was turned off, and this led to clus
aggregation.

After growth, the samples were transferred to a Phil
CM12 120-kV transmission electron microscope for char
terization. TEM imaging was done in the bright-field mod
The intensity of the beam was low enough not to induce
significant changes in nanostructure morphology. The
nanostructures were stable on thea-carbon substrate, an
samples stored in air for more than a year showed no obs
able changes in cluster size or density.

In this paper, we focus on number densities and part
sizes as a function of the amount of Au deposited and
choice and thickness of the buffer layer. The projected ar
and the total number of nanostructures in a given area w
obtained directly from the TEM micrographs. The avera
radius r of a given particle was calculated as the avera
distance from its center of mass to the perimeter of its p
jection. Size distribution histograms were obtained by cou
ing how many particles fell within a certain range of avera
radii or projected areas.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Initial cluster densities

Huanget al.showed2 that the minimum thickness of a X
buffer needed to provide for clustering and to cover the s
strate is;4 ML ~monolayers! and that the final density o
clusters delivered to the substrate depends on the buffer l
thickness. Usingin situ scanning tunneling microscopy, the
deduced a density of 531011 cm22 for 0.1 Å of Ag grown
on 4 ML Xe on Si(111)2737. When the buffer layer was
20541
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60 ML, the density on Si~111! decreased to 231010 cm22.
An implicit assumption in their discussion of desorptio
assisted coalescence was that the cluster nucleation de
was independent of the buffer layer thickness. It is import
to verify this assumption before undertaking quantitat
analyses of cluster diffusivity.

We reasoned that clusters formed on a buffer layer wo
be frozen in place if they were overcoated by a second r
gas solid, which would remain solid during buffer desor
tion. The top right panel of Fig. 1~a! depicts this sandwich
structure with Au particles captured between Kr and a cap
Xe. To produce such a sandwich, we deposited 5 Å of Au on
140 ML Kr and capped it with 8 ML of Xe. During warm-up

FIG. 1. ~a! Depiction of sample preparation involving rare-g
solid buffer condensation at 20 K on amorphous carbon foils
TEM. The upper left indicates 5 Å of Au deposited on a Kr layer.
Krypton desorption would lead to particle aggregation before de
ery to the surface, as in most of the experiments described here
other three sketches depict the consequences of a Xe capping
over the Au clusters. During warm-up of this sandwich structure,
desorbs at;50 K, escaping through the cap while the cap preve
significant lateral motion of the clusters. The residual Xe deso
above;60 K, after the Au clusters are already immobilized on t
substrate.~b! TEM image showing Au clusters grown on 140 M
Kr with an 8 ML Xe cap. AreaC is representative of most of th
image. In it, the cluster density is equal to that obtained followin
Å Au deposition on 4 ML buffers—namely, 631011 cm22. This
shows that the initial nucleation density is independent of the bu
thickness. Areas likeA andB reflect large scale imperfections in th
Ar/Xe sandwich and grain boundaries in the capping layer.
8-2
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NANOSTRUCTURE DIFFUSION AND AGGREGATION ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 205418 ~2003!
the Kr desorbed completely by 50 K@lower panel Fig. 1~a!#
but Xe sublimation became significant only above 60 K,
determined by quadrupole mass spectrometry of the gas
the chamber.

Figure 1~b! is a TEM micrograph of Au clusters o
a-carbon. As expected, the density is not uniform since
escape through the cap is not as simple as depicted. A
like A have low densities, corresponding to extensive clus
aggregation. In them, defects in the carbon film or dust p
ticle contamination were common.~The carbon films were
removed from their shipping container and attached to
cold head in the laboratory environment, not a clean roo!
Areas like B represent a connected network derived fro
clusters of somewhat higher density. These networks lik
reflect areas where crystallites of the Xe cap formed lar
angle grain boundaries~characteristic grain size 0.3mm) and
weak links. The important aspect of Fig. 1~b! is that there are
large areas likeC with high uniformity and a density of 6
31011 cm22. As a reference, we formed clusters on buf
layers of minimal thickness where there would be negligi
aggregation during desorption. In this case, the density
(661)31011 cm22, and it was independent of the buffe
species. We conclude that the initial density is independ
of the buffer thickness, at least up to 140 ML of Kr.

B. Nanostructure sizes and morphology

Figure 2 provides representative TEM micrographs fr
which nanostructure sizes and densities were measured
Fig. 2~a!, the amount of Au deposited was 1 Å, the buff
layer was Kr or Xe, and the images emphasize the dep
dence of cluster size and density on buffer layer thickne

FIG. 2. TEM micrographs of~a! 1 Å Au depositions on buffers
of Kr and Xe and~b! 5 Å Au on 32 ML of Xe, Kr, and Ar. Buffer
desorption caused cluster motion that led to aggregation. Kr an
buffers produced almost identical densities at the same thickn
The lower density for Xe indicates greater cluster diffusivity. T
compact clusters in~a! indicate 3D coalescence while the ramifie
features in~b! indicate 2D growth.
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For 5 ML Kr, the nanostructures were compact and roug
equiaxed. Higher-resolution images showed that they w
largely single crystalline with twins.13 A typical structure
formed on 5 ML was faceted and had a characteristic dim
sion of 2 nm. It would contain;300 atoms. The density
decreased from 1.631012 for 5 ML to 231011 cm22 for 32
ML Kr. By 64 ML, the density was 231010 cm22, and the
structures were less compact.

Growth on Xe produced a similar trend of reduced dens
and the onset of branched growth with increased bu
thickness. The tendency to branch continued for thic
buffer layers, and it is more apparent for greater amount
Au. As described by Antonov and Weaver,8 the transition
from compact to ramified structures reflects competition
tween the arrival rate of new particles and the time neede
coalesce.

Figure 2~b! emphasizes the dependence of BLAG
buffer layer composition with 5 Å of Au deposited onto 32
ML Xe, Kr, and Ar. In all cases, ramified nanostructures we
formed. The trend of increased size with buffer thickne
was always observed, but the rate of increase depende
the buffer composition. The densities were always higher
Kr and Ar than on Xe layers of a given thickness. Diffe
ences reflect the cluster diffusivity and the rates of tempe
ture increase during warm-up, as discussed below in det

When considering diffusion, it is important to recogniz
that the particles are faceted crystals in contact with$111%-
textured rare-gas solids and that the lattices are hig
incommensurate.12 High-resolution TEM studies13 have
shown that Au particles of a few nm dimension are$111%
faceted with$100% truncations that amount to;10% of the
surface area, as in Fig. 3~a!. Figure 3~b! emphasizes the
structural consequences of the 51% lattice mismatch
Au~111! on Xe~111!. The mismatch is smaller but still ver
large for Kr ~39%! and Ar ~31%!. This has significant impli-
cations for heat dissipation and interface friction, as the
fective potential in which the center of mass moves would
very small.14

Figure 3~a! depicts coalescence of two crystals that hav
characteristic dimension of 4 nm and are made up of;2000
atoms. Following contact on Xe, there would be rapid reo
entation to establish a favorable interface, as shown
simulations.15,16 The two particles in Fig. 3~a! are shown at
the right to have completely coalesced. In the literatu
models of coalescence have assumed that the driving for
the radius of curvature of the particles,17,18 but agreement
with simulations has been poor.16 More realistic models
should take into account the crystal structure, as in Fig. 3
describe atom diffusion on terraces and transfer over ed
and steps. Such processes are thermally activated, bu
relevant temperature is determined by the energy rele
upon coalescence and its dissipation through the substra

C. Power law dependence of cluster density on buffer
thickness

The evolution of the cluster number density^n& as a func-
tion of buffer thickness is summarized in Fig. 4. Though t
initial density does not depend on buffer material, it do

r
ss.
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ANTONOV, PALMER, BHATTI, AND WEAVER PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 205418 ~2003!
depend on the amount of material deposited. For exam
^n&5231012 for 1 Å and 631011 cm22 for 5 Å Au.19 From
Fig. 4, a power law dependence on the buffer thicknessu,

^n&}uz, ~1!

then develops as the thickness increases beyond a cr
level, which depends on both coverage and buffer mate
Haley and Weaver showed that power law behavior was c
sistent with Monte Carlo simulations of diffusion-limite
cluster-cluster aggregation.7 Significantly, the powerz is
nearly the same for 5 Å Au on Xe, Kr, and Ar—name
22.3160.14,22.2860.18, and22.3860.14, respectively.
For 1 Å Au on Xe and Kr, the values are again clos
23.1260.21 and23.2760.14, yet consistently higher tha
those for 5 Å . We conclude that the slopes in Fig. 4 refl
the details of diffusion of the nanostructures rather than s
cifics related to the buffer layer makeup. This power la
behavior will be used below to deduce upper limits to t
activation energy for cluster diffusion.

When considering the difference in the rate of growth
1 Å and 5 Å Au ~Fig. 4!, it is important to emphasize tha
they represent three-dimensional~3D! and 2D coalescence
respectively. In 3D or complete coalescence, two spher
particles of radiir 1 and r 2 merge into a new spherical pa
ticle of radius (r 1

31r 2
3)1/3. ~BLAG particles are faceted

nanocrystals, but this does not affect the generality of
argument.! The surface coverage then decreases and
height of the structures increases. In 2D growth, partic
connect without significant rearrangement of material, a

FIG. 3. ~a! Au nanocrystals depicted as truncated cub
octahedrons with dominant$111% facets on a Xe buffer~Ref. 13!.
Complete coalescence of two such particles, each 4 nm across
derived from ;2000 atoms, releases;120 eV. This heats the
structure assists in restructuring and causes Xe desorption. It
contributes significantly to nanocrystal mobility. The heat is dis
pated by phonons.~b! Sketch of the highly incommensurate conta
of Au~111! with Xe~111!. The lattice mismatch provides a low
friction interface with poor phonon coupling.
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the average island height remains constant. Complete co
cence is evident for 1 Å Au on thin layers of Kr and Xe
Fig. 2~a!. As the coalescence rate depends strongly on
ticle size,17,18the nanostructure shapes will resemble those
5 Å Au in Fig. 2~b! for suitably thick buffers.

It is instructive to compare the observed power law d
pendence with predictions of theoretical models for parti
aggregation in the 3D and 2D regimes. Kashchiev develo
an analytic model for the aggregation of completely co
lesced particles undergoing diffusive motion on a surfac20

The model assumes that the diffusivity depends on size

D~m!5D0S m

m0
D 2g

, ~2!

wherem is cluster mass andg is a constant.D0 is defined as
D05D(m0) where m0 is an arbitrarily chosen referenc
mass. Kashchiev predicted that the number of particles
unit area^n& would depend on time, after sufficiently lon
time, as

^n&}~D0m0
gt !21/(11g). ~3!

Thus, the density would decrease more slowly with time
the diffusivity decreased more rapidly with size~large par-
ticles would have little chance of encountering one anoth!.
It is important that an analogous dependence^n&}t21/(11g)

was predicted by Kolb for 2D growth.21

As suggested by Haley and Weaver,7 these models for 2D
and 3D growth can be applied to BLAG. To confirm th
compatibility, we calculated the fractal dimensionD f of
ramified islands grown on Xe, Kr, and Ar from the rate
increase of their projected areaA with their average radius
from the center of massR: A}RD f . Analysis of several thou-
sand islands grown on 30 – 120 ML of Xe, Kr, and Ar yield
D f of 1.7260.01,1.7060.01, and 1.8260.01, respectively.
These values are in fair agreement with Monte Carlo sim

FIG. 4. Nanostructure densities as a function of buffer thickn
for 5 Å Au depositions on Xe, Kr, and Ar and for 1 Å Au depos
tions on Xe and Kr. Power law growth is established after a criti
buffer thickness. The power is approximately the same for all 5
depositions, reflecting 2D growth witĥn&}u22.3. For 1 Å deposi-
tions, it corresponds to 3D growth witĥn&}u23.2.
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NANOSTRUCTURE DIFFUSION AND AGGREGATION ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 205418 ~2003!
lations of diffusion-limited cluster-cluster aggregation, whi
yield D f;1.6–1.7 at the observed surface coverage of 1
– 19% ~Ref. 22!.

A quantitative connection between Eqs.~1! and ~3! re-
quires knowledge ofg and a model that relatesu to bothD0
andt, as developed in the following. It is important to stres
however, that the linear dimensions of the nanostructu
grow rapidly in 2D growth and their average radius can
come comparable to the nearest-neighbor separation, a
fect not considered in theoretical models developed for
dilute limit. Thus, one should not expect Eq.~3! to hold for
large ramified structures, such as those for 5 Å Au on 30
more monolayers.

D. Cluster diffusivities from size distributions: Complete
coalescence regime

Analytical models and Monte Carlo simulations ha
shown that the size distribution takes a universal tim
invariant form in systems of diffusing and aggregating p
ticles. This distribution reflects the dependence of diffusiv
on size—i.e., Eq.~2!.20,21,23For 3D aggregation, Kashchie
derived an approximate solution for the normalized size d
tribution function—namely,

N~r ,t !

Nmax~ t !
5u2(3g11)e22(3g11)(u321)/3g.21/3, ~4!

whereu5r /r Nmax
(t). Herer Nmax

(t) is the radius of the par
ticles with the largest population number at a given time a
Nmax(t) is that number.g is defined in Eq.~2!. For g50,
this solution becomes exact because the diffusivity is in
pendent of mass,20 D(m)5D0, and all particles have a dif
fusion length of̂ x2&}D0t. From Eq.~4!, it is clear that the
size distribution is independent of the initial size distributi
as long as a steady-state process is established. Figure~a!
shows that the size distributions from Eq.~4! exhibit bell-
shaped curves for most values ofg. Most noteworthy, the
size distribution narrows with increasingg, and we can de-
termineg from the width of experimental size distributio
curves. It must be emphasized that the absolute valueg
has a physical meaning only when it is constant~or satu-
rated!. Any change ofg during aggregation requires a finit
number of aggregation events in order to be reflected in
shape of the size distribution.

To compare BLAG size distributions to Eq.~4!, we de-
posited 1 Å Au onto Xe and Kr buffers of various thick
nesses to produce clusters on the buffer with an initial m
radius^r & of 1 nm. The final size distribution was measur
and normalized to fit Eq.~4!. A priori, we expected positive
values ofg for a given thickness that would indicate reduc
diffusivity with increased size. Figures 5~b! and 5~c! show a
sample of the experimental results for buffer thicknesses
to 60 ML. The mean sizeŝr & were measured values, and th
solid lines represent fits with Eq.~4! with the values ofg
given. Contrary to expectations, the normalized size distri
tions did not converge to a universal curve, and the value
g varied significantly.
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Figure 6 summarizes the intriguing dependence ofg on
^r & for Xe and Kr buffers, where an increase in^r & implies
an increase in buffer thickness. A dip at small sizes cor
sponds to a broadening of the size distribution, and a ne
tive value ofg indicates that the diffusivity increases wit
size. For larger compact clusters produced by growth on
ML Xe @Fig. 2~a!#, g recovers asymptotically to;2/3. The
importance of this value is that it indicates that cluster dif
sivity is proportional to its surface area and, therefore, to

FIG. 5. ~a! Size distribution histograms for different values
the parameterg from Eq. ~4! ~Ref. 20!, showing a broadening with
decreasingg. ~b! and~c! show normalized distributions for cluster
grown on Xe and Kr with mean radii deduced from experiment a
values ofg obtained by best fits of Eq.~4!. These results represen
compact growth of small structures. The complex behavior og
indicates activation of diffusion that is unique to these structure
namely, diffusion assisted by energy release during coalescenc
8-5
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ANTONOV, PALMER, BHATTI, AND WEAVER PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 205418 ~2003!
contact area with the buffer. Diffusion on Kr produces co
sistently broader size distributions and smaller values og
for the same average size. Figure 6 also indicates that clu
diffusivity on Kr increases with size~negative values ofg).
For growth on 64 ML Kr,g approaches;0.07~weak depen-
dence of diffusivity on size!. Note that clusters grown on
buffers thicker than;60 ML Xe and;64 ML Kr deviate
increasingly from being compact~onset of 2D growth!.
Hence, the probability of aggregation of two ramified islan
depends on the extent of their branches as well as their
fusivity. At this point, analysis based on the theory of Ref.
becomes inapplicable.

The unexpected dependence of the diffusivity on size
small compact clusters provides insights into the dynam
of movement that are not found in the assumptions of R
20. In particular, it is important to consider how the ener
released during coalescence influences cluster motion, as
suggested by Huanget al.2 For small clusters at a given mo
ment during BLAG, the size distribution curve has a pr
nounced peak@Fig. 5~b!#. During aggregation, the small-siz
tail is depleted and the large-size tail augmented, resultin
a shift of the peak. One would expect that the larger a clu
is, the more recently it had been formed. Coalescence
leases a considerable amount of energy due to the redu
in surface area, as in Fig. 3~a!. This energy would be release
as coalescence progresses, and a finite amount of time w
be required for dissipation. This can happen either by c
tributing phonons to the buffer across the highly incomm
surate boundary or by forcing buffer-atom desorption, p
ticularly atoms adsorbed on the cluster~adsorption reduces
the cluster surface energy!. Larger clusters would then b
‘‘warmer’’ than their smaller counterparts at any given m
ment. If the diffusivity is assumed to scale ase2«d /kT ~dis-
cussed below!, this heat would be manifest in increased d

FIG. 6. The evolution ofg with mean cluster size on Xe and K
buffers. There is a minimum ing for small clusters, an effect we
attribute to heating during coalescence. This effect diminishes w
increased size.g saturates at;2/3 for larger clusters on Xe, corre
sponding to a diffusivity that is inversely proportional to cluste
buffer contact area. The dashed lines are to guide the eye, an
dotted lines mark the physically important valuesg50 ~diffusivity
independent of mass! andg52/3.
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fusion. Thus, the size distribution would be broader andg
would appear to be lower. The effect would be greater for
than for Xe because the Au-Kr binding energy is smal
@120 vs 170 meV~Ref. 24!#, the diffusion barrier would be
smaller, and the same temperature increase would tran
into a smaller ratio of«d /kT. This is indeed what is seen i
Fig. 6.25

The size distribution of the as-nucleated clusters on
@as in Fig. 2~a! for 4 ML# yields g50.17. The onset of
aggregation would lead to a widening of the size distribut
and a lowerg. As the average size increases, the rate
coalescence decreases26 and so would the rate of energy re
lease relative to the cluster mass. Thusg would exhibit a
minimum. For large enough structures, the effect of se
heating would be insignificant. This hypothesis is consist
with the observed increase ofg with size when̂ r & exceeds
2 nm and the saturation atg52/3 for ^r &;5 nm on Xe~Fig.
6!. According to Eq.~2!, this corresponds to diffusivity scal
ing as the inverse of the cluster surface area~and likewise the
contact area with the buffer!, which is consistent with the
scaling found for large ramified structures, as shown in
next section.

E. Cluster diffusivities from size distributions: Incomplete
coalescence regime

For purely 2D cluster-cluster aggregation, there is no a
lytic expression that relates the cluster size distribution to
diffusivity. However, the problem has been tackled throu
Monte Carlo simulations by Kolb21 and Meakinet al.23 Fig-
ure 6 in Ref. 23 gives size distribution results for 2D agg
gation as a function of area at 5% surface coverage for s
eral values ofg. The results are reproduced in Fig. 7 forg
50.27, 0.5, and 1. The simulation predicts that the large-s

th

the

FIG. 7. Experimental size distributions for large ramified islan
formed by 2D aggregation following deposition of 5 Å Au on X
Kr, and Ar. The projected areaS is proportional to the mass so th
diffusivity scales asD(S)5D0(S/S0)2g. The lines corresponding
to g50.27, 0.5, and 1 allow comparison to Monte Carlo simu
tions from Ref. 23. The diffusivity of the islands is well represent
by g51. Thus, the diffusivity is inversely proportional to the co
tact area with the buffer, indicating viscous friction.
8-6
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TABLE I. Characteristics of Au nanostructure diffusion and aggregation on Ar, Kr, and Xe. The cohesive energies of the rare-g
are 95, 120, and 167 meV, respectively, and the lattice constants at 4 K area056.13, 5.64, and 5.31 Å . For Au,a054.08 Å .

Size Shape g Growth rate

^r &,5 nm, N,33104 atoms 3D compact g varies~significant self-heating! coalescence-assisted
diffusion

^n&}u23.2

^r &;5 nm, N;33104 atoms 3D compact g→2
3 ~minimal self-heating! Diffusivity}

1

contact area
a ^n&}u23.2

^r &.10 nm, N.23105 atoms 2D ramified g51 ~negligible self-heating! Diffusivity}
1

contact area
^n&}u22.3

aFor Xe only. For Kr, self-heating is still significant.
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tail is essentially independent ofg while the small-size tail
depends strongly ong, and there is a crossover from peak
to monotonically decreasing distribution for values belo
0.27.

Figure 7 also shows the size distributions from BLAG
Ar, Kr, and Xe in the 2D coalescence regime. The expe
mental data define a general behavior for all three bu
species and a wide range of cluster sizes (^r & from 9 to 43
nm!. Moreover, there is good agreement between experim
and simulation forg51. We conclude that the diffusivity is
inversely proportional to the contact area between the
nanostructures and the buffer layer, for any buffer compo
tion. This is consistent with the asymptotic behavior of co
pact clusters on Xe described above. Since the contact
increases more slowly with mass in 3D than in 2D grow
the densities for 1 Å depositions are expected to decre
faster with time according to Eq.~3!. This is in qualitative
agreement with the experimental slopes in Fig. 4 where
densities are shown to decrease as a function of buffer l
thickness rather than time.

F. Friction at the Au-solid interface

From the above, the motion of Au nanostructures on ra
gas solids is characterized by a diffusion constantD that is
inversely proportional to the buffer contact area@g52/3 for
compact and 1 for ramified nanostructures~Table I!#. This is
important because Widom and Krim27 deduced, on the basi
of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, that the diffusivity
thin-film particles spreading on a surface is inversely prop
tional to the coefficient of its viscous friction with the su
face ~where viscous implies that the frictional force is pr
portional to velocity and the contact area of the slidi
surfaces!. The similarity suggests that particle diffusivity i
BLAG is determined by viscous friction with the buffe
layer. Thus, cluster mobility is inherently related to the
verted problem of friction of rare-gas solid layers on me
surfaces, which has been studied extensively, both exp
mentally through quartz microbalance measurements28–30

and theoretically through molecular dynami
simulations.31,32

In BLAG, the nanocrystals slip on van der Waals solid
Insight into motion and friction at such interfaces com
from recent molecular dynamics studies of a similar syst
in which the clusters and substrate were both van der W
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solids.9 For anincommensuratesubstrate, the diffusivity was
again found to depend inversely on contact area. In this c
the trajectory of the sliding clusters did not reflect the stru
ture of the surface. For acommensurateinterface, there was
a much stronger dependence ofD on contact area (g51.4
for compact clusters!. D was deduced to be many orders
magnitude higher for an incommensurate system compa
with a commensurate one for a given cluster size. A profou
dependence of the force of friction33 on the lattice match of
two semi-infinite sliding surfaces, amounting to more th
10 orders of magnitude, was predicted theoretically
Sokoloff.34 The simulation by Deltouret al.also showed that
diffusion was thermally activated, with an effective activ
tion energy for 3D clusters composed of hundreds of ato
that was 1.65 times the single-atom binding energy betw
cluster and substrate atoms.35 Cluster and substrate vibratio
modes were shown to be equally effective in causing moti
This is consistent with our model of enhanced diffusi
caused by coalescence though such a source of heat wa
considered in the simulations.

G. Mechanism of buffer-layer-assisted growth

Cluster motion is most likely activated by rando
‘‘knocks’’ from either the buffer phonons or their own lattic
vibration modes. In analogy with the results by Delto
et al., the diffusivity can be expected to be thermally ac
vated,

D0~T!5D00 e2«d /kT, ~5!

whereD0 is defined in Eq.~2!, «d is the effective activation
energy, andk is the Boltzmann constant. Significantly, th
same activation energy should hold for nanostructures w
sizes from a few nm to at least hundreds of nm, due to
strong incommensurability of the interface. The role of t
rare-gas solid is then to isolate the substrate, to facilit
clustering, and to provide a low-friction interface. Two rol
of desorption in BLAG are that~1! that it unlocks cluster
motion by removing the top buffer layers, as the clusters m
be partially buried,36 and ~2! it limits the temperature and
time available for aggregation and coalescence.

From the postulate of thermally activated diffusion@Eq.
~5!# and its dependence on cluster size@Eq. ~2!# and from Eq.
~3!, it is possible to fit the observed power law growth b
modeling a simplified system in which the contribution fro
the energy released from coalescence is ignored. In this c
8-7
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the density of clusterŝn& is determined by competition be
tween cluster diffusion and buffer desorption. The desorpt
rate is

dN/dt5Ae2«b /kT, ~6!

where«b is the latent heat of desorption andA is the desorp-
tion prefactor.37 Equations~1! and ~3! can be related if we
approximate the temperature dependence on time as a l
function T5T01bt whereb is the rate of temperature in
crease. The total increase in temperature during buffer
sorption is an order of magnitude smaller than the temp
ture T0 at which it becomes significant. Hence,T5T0(1
1bt/T0);T0(12bt/T0)21 and Eq.~6! becomes

dN/dt5Ae2«b /kT0e«bbt/kT0
2
. ~7!

The buffer thickness deposited isu5 *0
t (dN/dt8)dt8, where

t is the total time for desorption ofu monolayers. Solving for
t yields a logarithmic dependence onu:

t~u!5
kT0

2

«bb
ln S «bbue«b /kT0

AkT0
2

11D . ~8!

Applying the same approximation for the time depende
of temperature@as in Eq.~7!# to Eq. ~5! and substituting Eq.
~8! in Eq. ~5! gives

D05D00 e2«d /kT0S «bbue«b /kT0

AkT0
2

11D «d /«b

. ~9!

Substituting Eqs.~8! and~9! for t andD0 in Eq. ~3! yields for
the cluster density

^n&}FD00 m0
ge2«d /kT0S «bbue«b /kT0

AkT0
2

11D «d /«b

3
kT0

2

«bb
ln S «bbue«b /kT0

AkT0
2

11D G21/(11g)

. ~10!

The importance of Eq.~10! is that it tells us that most of the
contribution of the buffer thickness to nanostructure grow
stems from the increase of diffusivity~as a power law ofu)
rather than on the increase of time available for diffus
~logarithmic dependence onu), in agreement with the powe
law observed in our experiments~Fig. 4!.

For Xe buffer layers, a typical warm-up rate wasb;3
31022 Ks21, amounting to 5.2 min for desorption of th
first 102 monolayers of Xe. Moreover,«b50.167 eV,A
;1012 s21, u was of the order of 102 ML, and the tempera-
ture at which desorption became significant wasT0;60 K.
The first term in the logarithm in Eq.~8! is then of order 103

and the additive constant can be ignored. Comparing Eqs~1!
and~10! gives an expression for the slopes of Fig. 4 for 1
Au depositions—namely,
20541
n

ear

e-
a-

e
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z52

d1
«d

«b

11g
, ~11!

whered is the contribution from the logarithmic term in Eq
~10!. In order to estimated, we fitted its values for a range o
u to the exponential functionud and found thatd;0.3 for
Xe and;0.4 for Kr. Hence, the effective activation energ
for diffusion can be determined ifg is known. Forg52/3,
we obtain«d50.61 eV for Kr and 0.82 eV for Xe. Thes
values are certainly exaggerated since the effect of ene
released from coalescence is ignored. An experimental s
to determine the temperature dependence of BLAG, c
rently underway, will help determine more precisely the
fective activation energy for cluster diffusion and its corr
sponding prefactor.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the aggregation and coalescence of c
ters grown by physical vapor deposition on Ar, Kr, and Xe
a function of the buffer thickness and amount of Au dep
ited. Cluster motion during warm-up and buffer desorpti
accounts for the growth of nanostructures whose average
can change over three orders of magnitude. The normal
size distributions of large ramified islands converged into
single, scale-invariant function, and comparison with Mon
Carlo simulations indicates that the diffusivity scales as
inverse of the island surface area. This scaling indicates
diffusion is controlled by friction at the nanoscale conta
between a cluster facet and the buffer surface.

The size distributions for compact Au clusters with me
radius below;5 nm were more complex. The breadth of th
scaled size distributions reached a maximum at a certain
erage cluster size, and it was larger for clusters grown on
than on Xe~at the maximum,̂ r &/s51.9 and 2.7, respec
tively!. Analysis based on an analytical model for crystall
aggregation yielded poor agreement. We attribute this t
dynamic effect in which diffusivity is increased by energ
release during cluster coalescence. This process is affe
by the competition between the rate of energy release an
dissipation through the buffer. With increased cluster si
the diffusivity again scaled as the inverse of surface area

We proposed a simplified model for the buffer-laye
assisted growth to describe fast thermally activated diffus
on a buffer with a large lattice mismatch. There are tw
processes that are most important in aggregation. First,
multilayer buffer must desorb, and desorption of thicker la
ers provides more time. Second, there is an increase in
perature during the desorption period, and this is manifes
the diffusivity ase2«d /kT. Competition between the two pro
cesses determines the final cluster density and its depend
on the rate of desorption. The model confirms the obser
power law growth and yields an upper limit for the effectiv
diffusion activation energy.
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